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FACE THE NATION 

 

04/03/11 Guests: Elizabeth Palmer, CBS News Correspondent (1); Senator Harry Reid (D-NV), Senate Majority Leader (2); 

Senator Lindsey Graham (R-SC), Senate Armed Services Committee, Senate Budget Committee (3) 

1) Update from Tripoli, on the current political situations in Yemen, Syria, and Libya 

2) Topics include: reaction to the violence in Afghanistan due to the burning of a Koran by a pastor in Florida / 

proposed resolution in Congress to condemn the actions of the pastor; debate as to whether or not America should 

arm the Libyan rebels; belief that America will not get involved militarily in Syria; proposed cuts by the Republicans 

to the budget / assertion that the Tea Party is controlling the Republican leadership in the House of Representatives / 

hope that a budget agreement will be reached in order to avoid a government shutdown 

3) Topics include: reaction to Senator Reid‟s agreement with Mr. Schieffer‟s choice of words questioning possible 

Republican fear of the Tea Party / belief that a budget agreement will be reached in order to avoid a government 

shutdown; burning of the Koran by the pastor in Florida; current situation in Libya / belief that America should 

provide TOW missiles to the Libyan rebels; concern over the current situation in Iraq / belief that American forces 

must remain in Iraq past 2011 in order to provide support to the Iraqi army, instead of arming diplomats and hiring 

private security guards 

 

04/10/11 Guests: Senator Charles Schumer (D-NY) (1); Senator Jeff Sessions (R-AL), Ranking Member, Senate Budget 

Committee (1); Major Garrett, National Journal (2); Nancy Cordes, Congressional Correspondent, CBS News (2) 

1) Topics include: compromise reached on April 9th, between President Obama and Congressional leaders, avoiding 

a government shutdown and including $38 billion dollars in cuts to federal programs / upcoming battle in Congress 

over raising the debt ceiling / opposing viewpoints over President Obama‟s budget plans / differing opinions on 

proposed budgetary cuts and lowering the tax rates for upper-income Americans and corporations / Wisconsin 

Republican Representative Paul Ryan‟s budget plan 

2) Topics include: reaction to the negotiations between Democrats and Republicans and the resulting budget deal / 

upcoming battle in Congress over raising the debt ceiling / role of the Tea Party in the budget negotiations /  

Wisconsin Republican Representative Paul Ryan‟s budget plan 

 

04/17/11 Guests: Representative Paul Ryan (R-WI), Chairman, Committee On The Budget (1); Senator Mark Warner (D-

VA), Co-Leader, The Gang of Six (2) 

1) Topics include: reaction to statements made by Treasury Secretary Timothy Geithner that Republican leaders have 

privately informed President Obama that they will not stand in the way of raising the debt ceiling / response to 

critical remarks against Representative Ryan from President Obama while at a Chicago fundraiser / differences 

between the Republican‟s budget plan and the proposal from President Obama / explanation of his proposal to lower 

taxes for the rich in exchange for closing the loopholes and eliminating the deductions used by higher income earners 

/ call for global caps on total government spending 

2) Topics include: reaction to Representative Ryan‟s remarks on raising the debt ceiling / creation of the “Gang of 

Six” -- a bipartisan effort to resolve the budget crisis / opinion of Representative Ryan‟s plan, which includes 

keeping the Bush tax cuts / hope for compromise and a bipartisan approach for solving America‟s debt and deficit 

crisis 

 

04/24/11 Guests: Senator Richard Blumenthal (D-CT) (1); Senator Chris Coons (D-DE) (1); Senator Mark Kirk (R-IL) (1); 

Representative Tim Griffin (R-AK) (2); Representative Joe Walsh (R-IL) (2) 

1) Topics include: current situation in Syria / differing viewpoints on possible American intervention in Syria; 

contrasting opinions over recognizing the rebel government in Libya; reaction to a CBS News poll stating that 

seventy-five percent of the American people disapprove of Congress and the perceived direction in which America is 

headed / the gas crisis / public anger over the number of vacation breaks taken by Congress; views on raising the 

debt ceiling 

2) Topics include: the House of Representative‟s budget plan, which calls for turning Medicare into a private 

insurance plan for those currently under fifty-five years of age; reaction to the CBS News poll indicating the public‟s 

overwhelming disapproval of Congress; Representative Walsh‟s resistance to voting for raising the debt ceiling / 

examples of attachments that would make a positive vote more palpable; high gasoline prices; viewing the Tea Party 

as a movement and not a political party 
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60 MINUTES 

 

04/03/11 “The Next Housing Shock” - a report on how and why banks so poorly handled documentation on millions of 

mortgages, resulting in their inability to prove that they actually own the homes they now want to foreclose on -- 

resulting in lawsuits from people seeking to save their homes, and hampering an already weak housing market.  

Includes interviews with: Lynn Szymoniak, lawyer and forged documents expert; Chris Pendley and Shawanna Crite, 

former workers at DocX, a mortgage servicing firm owned by Lender Processing Services Inc. (LPS); Sheila Blair, 

chairman, Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC); and comments by Dale DeFreitas , Miami homeowner 

faced with foreclosure.  (C: Scott Pelley - P: Robert G. Anderson, Daniel Ruetenik) 

“Gospel For Teens” - a report on „Gospel For Teens‟, a program founded by Vy Higgensen, a New York radio 

personality and theater producer, the aim of which is to teach the art of gospel music to teenagers and thereby 

preserve this musical genre and original American art form that has deep roots in the African American community.  

Also highlighted is the positive, self-affirming impact that the program has had on the lives of its participants.  

Includes interviews with: Vi Higgensen; participating students Yolanda Howard, Rhonda Rodriguez, Gabby 

Francois, David Moses; Darrell and Veronica Moses, David‟s parents; Carmen Rivera, Rhonda‟s great-grandmother; 

Melvenia Smith, Yolanda‟s great-aunt.  (C: Lesley Stahl - P: Shari Finkelstein) DOUBLE LENGTH SEGMENT 

 

04/10/11 “The Murder of Louis Allen” - a report on FBI efforts to solve the 1964 racially-motivated murder in Liberty, 

Mississippi of Louis Allen, a black WWII veteran who had witnessed the murder of a black civil rights volunteer.  

The report focuses on the suspected involvement of former Liberty Sheriff Daniel Jones in Allen‟s murder.  Includes 

interviews with: Cynthia Deitle, FBI, Civil Rights Division; Robert Moses, civil rights leader; Julian Bond, civil 

rights leader; Hank Allen, son of Louis Allen; Plater Robinson, historian, Tulane University; Charles Ravencraft, 

Winbourne Sullivan, residents, Liberty, Mississippi; Daniel Jones, former sheriff, Liberty, Mississippi.  (C: Steve 

Kroft - P: Graham Messick, Sumi Aggarwal) 

“The Library” - a visit to the Vatican Library and a look at some of the oldest and most precious treasures in its 

archives, including 2,000-year-old copies of the gospels of Luke and John.  Includes interviews with: Timothy Janz, 

curator; Father Michael Collins, author; Monsignor Cesare Pasini, Library presider; Adalbert Roth, curator; 

Christopher Celenza, director, American Academy, Rome; Angela Nunez Gaetan, Mario Tiburzi, documents 

restoration workers.  (C: Morley Safer - P: David Browning) 

“Albert Pujols” - an interview / profile of St. Louis Cardinals slugger and first baseman Albert Pujols, already 

recognized as one of the top ten players in baseball history.  The report also includes a look at Pujols‟ charity work 

in his native Dominican Republic, and his support for people with Down syndrome.  Includes commentary by: 

Deidre Pujols, Albert‟s wife; Lance Berkman, Pujols‟ teammate; Peter Gammons, baseball writer; Brandon Johnson, 

13-year-old brain tumor patient.  (C: Bob Simon - P: Draggan Mihailovich) 

 

04/17/11 “Greg Mortenson” - a profile of best-selling non-fiction author Greg Mortenson, and an investigation into questions 

being raised about the veracity of certain aspects of his works, including “Three Cups of Tea”, and about the use of 

the nearly sixty million dollars donated to his nonprofit organization, the Central Asia Institute, whose mission is to 

promote education in remote parts of Pakistan and Afghanistan.  Includes interviews with: Jon Krakauer, author and 

mountaineer; Mansur Khan Mahsud, research director of an Islamabad think tank; Daniel Borochoff, president, 

American Institute of Philanthropy; Ted Callahan, anthropologist.  (C: Steve Kroft - P: Andy Court, Kevin Livelli, 

Maria Usman) 

“The Case of Beckett Brennan” - a report on how the judicial review board at the University of the Pacific in 

Stockton, California, adjudicated the report, by student Beckett Brennan, that she had been raped by three of the 

school‟s basketball players.  Includes interviews with: Beckett Brennan; Barry and Jane Brennan, Beckett‟s parents; 

Krystina Tonetti, sexual assault victim and former classmate of Beckett Brennan; Janine Simerly, attorney 

representing the University of the Pacific; Joelle Gomez, administrator, San Joaquin Women‟s Center, Stockton, 

California.  (C: Katie Couric - P: Graham Messick, Ashley Velie) 

“The Co-Founder” - an interview / profile of Paul Allen, the co-founder, with Bill Gates,  of Microsoft, on the 

occasion of Allen‟s newly-published memoir, “Idea Man”.  Allen describes his relationship over the years with Gates 

and the steps that led to the development of the personal computer.  (C: Lesley Stahl - P: Shachar Bar-On) 
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60 MINUTES (continued) 

 

04/24/11 “Mount Athos” - a visit to the Orthodox Christian monks who live in the complex of twenty monasteries on Mount 

Athos, spread over one hundred and thirty square miles of a northern Greek peninsula overlooking the Aegean Sea.  

Cameras capture the monastic life, including chanting, prayers, rituals, and the priceless relics and icons from the 

Byzantine Empire stored on “The Holy Mountain”.  Includes interviews with some of the monks: Father Iakovos; 

Father Elisaios, Abbot of Simonospetras Monastery; Father Serapion; Father Thedosios; Father Averkios; Father 

Nikandros; Father Efraim, Abbot of Vatopedi monastery; Father Arsenios; Father Maximos; Father Matthew.  (C: 

Bob Simon - P: Harry A. Radliffe II, Michael Karzis)  DOUBLE LENGTH SEGMENT 

“The Billionaire” - an interview / profile of billionaire philanthropist Eli Broad, and his many involvements, 

including education reform, medical research, and the arts, and his numerous gifts to the city of Los Angeles.  Also 

includes comments by: Michael Bloomberg, Mayor of New York City; Jeff Koons, artist; Frank Gehry, architect; 

Christoper Knight, art critic, Los Angeles Times.   (C: Morley Safer - P: Ruth Streeter) 

 

48 HOURS MYSTERY 

 

04/02/11 PREEMPTION 

 

04/09/11 48 HOURS MYSTERY - “Name, Rank and Serial Killer?” - a report on Colonel Russell Williams, a highly-

regarded Canadian military officer, and a crime spree that began with a series of bizarre thefts of lingerie and 

ultimately led to the discovery that he was a serial killer.  In 2007, a series of crimes occurred in and around the town 

of Tweed, Ontario, where Col. Williams lived. In 2009, Laurie Massicotte, one of Williams‟ neighbors, was sexually 

terrorized in her home. Shortly afterwards, Marie France Comeau, a corporal at Trenton Airbase, where Williams 

was stationed, was beaten, raped, and suffocated to death. There were no leads in either case. Two months later, 

Jessica Lloyd went missing in the nearby town of Belleville, and authorities discovered their first solid clues: tire 

tracks and boot prints.  In 2010, Col. Williams was stopped at a random roadblock.  Police noticed his tire tracks 

matched the ones found near Jessica Lloyd‟s home.  He was brought in for questioning and the ensuing battle of wits 

between the colonel and Det. Sergeant Jim Smith, the police interrogator f rom the Ontario Provincial Police, would 

uncover the details of  his chilling double life.  After nine hours of interrogation, he confessed, and told police where 

they could find videos of the crimes.   The most surprising evidence however, were the trophies Williams kept to 

commemorate his crimes: thousands of underpants, bras and camisoles, found in his garage, and photos of him 

modeling the items.  Authorities also found child pornography on his computer.  In a deal that almost fell apart over 

the pornography issue, Williams pleaded guilty to the murders of Comeau and Lloyd, to two sexual assaults and to 

eighty-two counts of breaking and entering -- the bizarre underwear thefts that started it all.  The judge sentenced 

him to the maximum, life behind bars, which he is serving at the penitentiary in Kingston, Ontario.  Although the 

Canadian government stripped Williams of his rank, burned his uniform and crushed his car, he got to keep his air 

force pension.  Concluding onscreen graphic: Laurie Massicotte is planning to sue the Ontario police for failing to 

protect her from Russell Williams.  Interviewed: Laurie Massicotte, Anne Marsand Cook, victims; Tim Appleby, 

crime reporter who is writing a book about Williams; Angus Watt, retired general; Paul Ciolino, 48 HOURS 

consultant; Andy Lloyd, brother of Jessica Lloyd; Jeff Farquhar, college roommate; Alain Plante, ex-boyfriend of 

Marie France Commeau.  (C: Susan Spencer - P: Joshua Yager, Susan Mallie) 
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48 HOURS MYSTERY (continued) 

 

04/16/11 “Only Casey Knows” - a followup to “The Untold Story of Caylee Anthony” (OAD: 10/17/09). Caylee Anthony 

was a 2-year-old who went missing in 2008, only to be found dead six months later near her grandparents home in 

Orlando, Florida, where she resided with her 22-year-old mother Casey Anthony. Now, as the trial is about to begin, 

48 HOURS takes an inside look at her defense. Her attorneys, Jose Baez and Cheney Mason, discuss issues 

regarding her defense. Their team also consists of forensic expert Larry Kobilinsky and entomologist Tim 

Huntington who say there is not enough forensic evidence to prove Casey‟s guilt, and even express doubts as to 

whether Caylee was actually murdered. Noted forensic anthropologist and novelist Kathy Reichs is also a defense 

expert who speaks about the case. Jury consultant Richard Gabriel says the most difficult aspect of the case will be 

finding Florida residents who are impartial because of all the attention the case has garnered: many are convinced 

that Casey Anthony was responsible for her daughter‟s death. Florida attorney general Pam Bondi, a former 

prosecutor herself, speaks about the prosecution, and is convinced the state has enough evidence for a conviction. 

There also has been speculation that the defense will try to pin the murder on Casey‟s father, George Anthony. Also 

interviewed are forensic expert and former member of the defense team, Linda Kenney Baden who comments on 

this; and fiancé-turned-friend Jesse Grund. Includes previously seen interviews with Cindy and George Anthony, 

parents of Casey Anthony.  Concluding onscreen graphic: Opening arguments in the trial are expected to begin May 

17. The judge has the right to have jurors consider a lesser charge than first-degree murder. (C: Troy Roberts - P: Ira 

Sutow, Jonathan Leach, Gail Abbott Zimmerman) 

 

04/23/11 “Grave Injustice” - a report on the case of Anthony Graves, who spent eighteen years -- twelve of them on death 

row -- in a Texas prison for murders he did not commit.  In 1992, the Davis family, four of them young children, 

were found bludgeoned, shot and stabbed to death, in the charred remains of the family home in Somerville, Texas.  

Texas Rangers quickly zeroed in on Robert Carter: father of the youngest victim, 4-year-old Jason, he was recently 

served with papers for child support and Rangers believed he wanted his boy dead.  Carter eventually admitted that 

he was at the crime scene, but said that another man, Anthony Graves, committed the murders.  There was little to 

connect Graves to Carter or to the Davis family, but justice was swift, and Anthony Graves was convicted of six 

counts of capital murder and sentenced to death.  He always proclaimed his innocence.  Carter was also convicted.  

In 2000, while in the death chamber, Robert Carter took sole responsibility for the murders.  In fact, he had been 

saying much the same for years.  Then in 2002, the case caught the eye of Professor Nicole Casarez and her 

journalism students.  After a four-year investigation, the students concluded that Anthony Graves was a innocent 

man.  Texas Monthly editor Pam Coloff, who herself spent months investigating the case, reached the same 

conclusion.  The students turned their findings over to Graves‟ attorneys, helping to trigger a chain of legal 

maneuvers that, in 2010, freed him from prison.  Now, he is fighting to get compensation for his wrongful 

incarceration.  Concluding onscreen text graphic: Due to a technicality in the wording on his release papers, Texas is 

refusing to compensate Anthony Graves.  Otherwise, he would be entitled to $1.4 million for wrongful incarceration.  

Includes interviews with Anthony Graves; Nicole Casarez, professor, University of St. Thomas, Houston; Pam 

Coloff, Texas Monthly editor; Charles Sebesta (District Attorney); Kelly Siegler (District Attorney); Meghan 

Bingham (student); Arthur Curry (Graves‟ brother); Katherine Scardino (attorney); Jimmy Phillips (attorney); Roy 

Rueter (Graves‟ friend); Otto Hanak (investigator).  (C: Richard Schlesinger - P: Lourdes Aguiar, Jenna Jackson) 
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48 HOURS MYSTERY (continued) 

 

04/30/11 48 HOURS MYSTERY - “Last Chance for Justice” - a report on the investigation into the 1980 murder of 

Marilyn McIntyre, who was found dead in her Columbus, Wisconsin home.  Her husband, Lane McIntyre, had 

returned home from work that morning and found her body.  As police checked into his alibi, he named his friend 

Curt Forbes as a potential suspect.  The investigation found that Forbes was out that night trying to pick up women 

and even showed up at his girlfriend Debby Attleson‟s home at 4 am, but everything was circumstantial.  Forbes 

abruptly left town.  Suspicion shifted back to Lane because he had taken out a life insurance policy less than a week 

before Marilyn‟s death.  Neither man was arrested and the investigation came to a halt.  Forbes married Debby 

Attleson.  The case went unsolved for thirty years, until Marilyn‟s niece -- upset because her mother, Carolyn Rahn 

(Marilyn‟s twin sister) was distraught and could not get over the murder -- decided to call the Columbus Police 

Department.  Instead, she accidentally contacted the Columbia County Sheriff‟s Department, who were unaware of 

an unsolved murder in their county and decided to launch an investigation.  In 2007, the case was reopened.  Blood 

and hair samples taken in 1980 were sent to the Wisconsin State Crime Lab for DNA testing.  Lane McIntyre was not 

a match for the DNA evidence, but when police examined a sample from Curt Forbes, he was then listed as a 

possible contributor.  Detectives spent the next two years sorting through evidence and re-interviewing witnesses. 

Curt‟s wife Debby now admitted that she saw blood on his shirt on the night of the murder.  Curt was then arrested 

for Marilyn‟s murder and in November, 2010, the trial began.  He was found guilty of first-degree murder and 

sentenced to life in prison.  Concluding onscreen text graphic: Curt Forbes will be eligible for parole in 2020. Debby 

Forbes divorced Curt after his sentencing.  She is now engaged to someone else.  Included interviews with: Lane 

McIntyre and Chris McIntyre (Marilyn‟s  husband and grown son); Carolyn Rahn (sister); Terra Doucette (niece); 

Brenda Daniels (sister); Debby Attleson Forbes (wife of Curt Forbes); Lee Erdmann (former Police Chief); Det. Lt. 

Wayne Smith (Columbia County Sheriff); Lori Heft (former girlfriend of Forbes); Betty Klentz (neighbor); David 

Wambach (Assistant Attorney General); Mike Forbes (brother of Curt Forbes).  (C: Erin Moriarty - P: Sarah 

Huisenga) 

 

CBS RELIGIOUS AND CULTURAL SPECIAL 

 

04/10/11 “Unemployment: How Faith Communities Help Job Seekers” - a report on programs created by faith 

communities to assist people with their job searches and job retraining.  The programs are free of charge, conducted 

by experienced professionals, and most do not require job seekers to be members of the church or religion.  This 

special focuses on four programs: 1) New York City‟s Riverside Church offers a free six-week barber training 

program, taught by master barber Dennis F. Thomas, who since 1997 has trained nearly 2,000 people in the basics of 

barbering.  2) In Chicago, St. Chrysostom‟s Episcopal Church offers workshops and monthly meetings through their 

Employment Council, and the Career Transitions Center of Chicago (CTC) offers professional, spiritual, and 

emotional support to those looking for work or undergoing a career transition.  3) St. James, a Roman Catholic 

Parish in Stratford, CT offers jobless support groups that help bolster job seekers with new skills, as well as insights 

as to what employers are seeking today.  Includes comments from: Reverend Paul Sherry, Interfaith Worker Justice; 

Patrick Carolan, Executive Director, Franciscan Action Network; Debra Northern, Director of Social Services, The 

Riverside Church, NY; Anita Jenke, Executive Director, Career Transitions Center of Chicago; David Kaiser, 

volunteer career coach, Career Transitions Center of Chicago; Reverend Larry Green, St. Chrysostom‟s Episcopal 

Church; Michel Cade, Program Director, St. Chrysostom‟s Council Employment.  (Narrator: Ted Holmes.  Producer 

& Writer: Elizabeth Kineke.  Associate Producer: Kathleen Fieffe.  Executive Producer & Director: John P. 

Blessington.  Produced in consultation with: National Council of Churches; United States Conference of Catholic 

Bishops; The Islamic Society of North America; Union for Reform Judaism; New York Board of Rabbis.) 
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CBS NEWS SPECIAL BROADCASTS 

 

04/29/11 CBS News: The Royal Wedding - live coverage from London of the wedding of Prince William and Miss 

Catherine Middleton at Westminster Abbey.  In addition to the full coverage of the actual wedding ceremony, CBS 

News provided extensive live coverage as the members of the royal family and the wedding party made their 

individual ways to the Abbey.  The uninterrupted live coverage, ongoing after the ceremony, followed the royal 

carriage carrying William and Catherine as it proceeded from the Abbey to Buckingham Palace.  In addition, and as 

a preface to the day‟s live coverage, CBS News presented a rebroadcast of highlights of the 1981 marriage of Prince 

Charles and Lady Diana Spencer.  Correspondents: Katie Couric (anchor, outside Westminster Abbey); Mark 

Phillips (outside Westminster Abbey); Michelle Miller (along the route of the wedding carriage procession); Ben 

Tracy (Buckingham Palace); Elizabeth Palmer (central London); Erica Hill (Buckingham Palace).  Consultants: 

Ingrid Seward, editor, Majesty Magazine; Dr. David Starkey, royal historian; Rachel Johnson, editor, The Lady 

Magazine; Victoria Arbiter, royal contributor; David Emanuel, fashion designer. 

 

04/29/11 CBS News: The Royal Wedding: Modern Majesty - an inside look at the April 29th wedding of Prince William 

and Catherine Middleton -- now known as the Duke and Duchess of Cambridge.  Includes the following segments: 

(1) “Kingdom At A Crossroad”, (2) “Windsor Knot”, and (3) “Bound For Buckingham”, which together provided a 

summary of the days events; (4) “Rules Of Engagement”, which included interviews, conducted by Troy Roberts, of 

Tom Bradby, a British TV Correspondent and close friend of the couple; and Claudia Joseph, Catherine Middleton‟s 

biographer; (5) “Sealed With A Kiss” included comments by invited guests, as well as the origin of the balcony kiss, 

which was started by Prince William‟s parents, Charles and Diana; (6) “Kate Couture” - Tracy Smith interviewed 

fashion designer David Emanuel, who designed Princess Diana‟s wedding dress; (7) “Happily Ever After” - Mark 

Phillips visited Wales, where William and Catherine will reside after the wedding; (8) “Crowning Achievement” 

provided a look into the party at Buckingham Palace, hosted by Prince Charles.  (Correspondents: Katie Couric 

(anchor, outside Westminster Abbey); Troy Roberts, CBS News; Tracy Smith, CBS News; Mark Phillips, CBS 

News.  Contributors:  Victoria Arbiter, CBS News Royal Contributor; Royal historian and contributor Dr. David 

Starkey; Royal contributor Ingrid Seward, editor, Majesty Magazine.  Executive Producer: Susan Zirinsky; 

Directors: Eric Shapiro, Rob Klug; Executive Editor: Al Briganti; Senior Coordinating Producer: Katherine Davis; 

and Senior Broadcast Producer: Paul F. Ryan) 
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